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Abstract—The smart grid is the new vision of the traditional 
power grid, which is characterized by the integration of 
communication network between all its components beginning 
from the producers, going through the transmission and 
distribution units and finishing by the consumers and end users. 
The heterogeneity of its components imposes a sophisticated 
security architecture to protect the smart grid from any attack's 
attempt. In this paper, we propose an architecture in which 
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) agents are implemented with a 
distributed manner to monitor the consumer side, building 
appliances and smart meters. Those IDSs rely on rule-based 
detection policy, which consists in the combination of temporal 
and spatial detection rules. Simulation results prove that this 
combination enhances attack’s detection rate and reduces false 
positive rate. 

Index Terms— Intrusion Detection System (IDS), rules-based 
detection, smart grid, smart meter  

I. INTRODUCTION

HE smart grid, known as next-generation power system, 
has the ambition to greatly enhance efficiency and 
reliability of future power systems with renewable energy 

resources. Nowadays, the entire world relies on the smart 
grid's new features to deliver the electricity with a high 
performance. Besides, as far as the smart grid has more 
features, as more it will be vulnerable to several lethal attacks. 
This is due especially to the millions of electronic devices 
inter-connected via communication networks throughout 
critical power facilities. That is why it is mandatory to set up a 
serious detection policy to protect all the smart grid 
stakeholders. To overcome this problem, many researchers 
propose a multitude of security solutions in different levels 
and with different loads and impacts. As mentioned in [1] and 
[2], availability, integrity and confidentiality are the main 
security objectives in the smart grid. In this paper, we are 
dealing with the attacks targeting the integrity issue in the 
smart grid since they can cause great damages, perturbations 
and losses. We focus especially on the ones that attempt to 
alter or delete the state estimation's information, namely the 
prevision of electricity consumed or which should be 
produced. Taking into account these major security issues, we 

propose a rules-based detection algorithm to detect this kind of 
attacks with a focus on blackhole attack, which consists in 
dropping messages exchanged between nodes. We accord also 
importance to the time delay attack, which is characterized by 
adding delays before sending packets. This algorithm relies on 
monitoring the node's behavior (i.e. appliances or smart 
meters) either temporarily by supervising exchanged 
information over time or spatially by comparing its behavior 
with its neighbors. To the best of our knowledge, we are the 
first using hybrid detection model (i.e. combining between 
special and temporal detections) to detect those lethal attacks. 
Simulation results prove the efficiency of this hybrid 
algorithm in terms of detection and false positive rate 
compared with the algorithms based on learning, temporal or 
spatial-based detection techniques. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: an 
overview of some related works is presented in Section II. 
Section III introduces the proposed architecture with the 
placement of the IDS agents. Then, the attack model and its 
countermeasures are defined in Section IV. Simulation results 
are discussed in section V. And finally, we conclude this paper 
in Section VI. 

II. ATTACKS MODEL AND COUNTERMEASURES

This section contains a description of the attacks model then 
the countermeasures to deal with these attacks. 

A. Attack model

In our work, we focus specifically on attacks that have as
goal the state estimation and aims to perturb or even break 
down the utility system. There is a multitude of attacks that 
can lead to this goal, for example, blackhole attack [4] which 
consists in dropping messages sent or received from one node 
to another (i.e. delete them or do not send them). This attack is 
characterized by the fluctuation of the number of sent packets 
[4]. Therefore, this number of sent packets will no longer 
follow a normal distribution like in the case of natural 
situation. Another attack will be envisaged, the time delay 
attack [5], where the attacker makes some delays to sent 
packets and so, the Jitter (i.e. the delay between exchanged 
packets) will deviate from normal distribution. Those attacks 
can lead to a wrong decisions and cause critical problems like 
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infrastructure damage, service interruption or financial loss 
due to the existence of malicious users[3].The proposed 
detection policy is designed to detect this kind of attacks, with 
a special focus on blackhole and time delay attacks. To detect 
the blackhole and time delay attacks, we monitor respectively 
the Number of Sent Packets (NSP) and Jitter (i.e. the delay 
between the packets). Here, the NSP and Jitter are monitored 
temporally over time and spatially compared to the 
neighborhood nodes. 

B. Temporal and spatial-based detections

Our proposed model is based on rules-based approach to
take advantages from its benefits namely the low complexity 
requirements with the least false positive rate compared to the 
anomaly based detection algorithm [6]. Moreover, we added 
some features to enhance the accuracy of our model in order to 
be as near as possible to the learning algorithm's performance 
namely in term of detection rate.  

In this section, we describe our proposed countermeasures 
to defend the smart grid from attacks targeting especially the 
state estimation. Our countermeasures algorithm relies on 
temporal and spatial attack detection, by monitoring the NSP 
and Jitter. Our model follows the behavior of each node and 
detects any abnormal or unexpected behavior. A node here 
represents the smart meter, the actuator or even the control 

center. We note byl�� = {x�(T�),x�(T�),x�(T�),… x�(T�)} the 
node i's vector where k represents the number of Time slots T. 
x(T) denotes either the NSP or the Jitter. We note n the 
number of nodes to be monitored (i.e. i=1…n). Therefore, we 

obtain an*k matrix size. The matrix is equal to: M =
{l��,l��,l��,… l��}. lNi denotes the ith line of the matrix M. In
normal situation, each node follows normal distribution
characterized by the couple (μ1(i),σ1(i)) where μ1(i) is the
mean vector of  the node iandσ1(i) is the standard deviation.
μ1(i) and σ1(i) are calculated as follows:

μ�(i) =
∑ x��T��

�
���

n
(1) 

σ�(i)= �
∑ (x��T�� − μ�(i))��

���

n

(2) 

In normal behavior, each value of the lNi should follow a 
normal distribution and should be within an interval of 
[μ1(i)- 3*σ1(i), μ1(i)+ 3*σ1(i)]. When x is out of the interval, 
the node is suspected as abnormal node. According to the 
spatial detection, it is based on detecting any abnormal 
node's behavior compared to its neighbors to detect attempts 
of any node to attack. To do so, we treat the matrix M 
vertically. We note 
byc�� = {x�(N�),x�(N�),x�(N�),… x�(N�)}the ith column of 
the matrix M where Nj is the jth node. In normal situation, 
the number of exchanged packets at each node as well as 
the Jitter between those packets follow a normal distribution 
[4]. To have a normal behavior, the average number of sent 
packets should vary within an interval of [μ2(i)- 3*σ2(i), 
μ2(i)+ 3*σ2(i)], where: 

μ�(i)=
∑ x��N��

�
���

n
(3) 

σ�(�) = �
∑ (������ − μ�(i))��

���

�

(4) 

So, like in temporal-based detection, if the value x doesn't 
follow a normal distribution, the node is classified as 
abnormal node. In this way, when the two approaches declare 
such node as abnormal, this node is announced as malicious 
node. By monitoring the NSP, we can detect if there is an 
intruder who aims to drop or delete some packets. So with this 
mechanism we can detect one of the most lethal attacks, 
namely the blackhole attack. Our algorithm is applicable also 
to monitor the Jitter to detect time delay attack. We need just 
to fill the matrix M with the Jitter between the packets and 
follow the same steps defined before. Combining between 
temporal and spatial detection can enhance the smart grid 
performance by increasing attack detection rate and 
minimizing the false positive rate. The algorithm summarizing 
the principle of the blackhole and time delay attacks detection 
is illustrated in Algo. 1 below: 

1: IDS monitors the Features (F) NSP or/and JITTER of the 
Node (i.e. smart meter, actuator, control center) 
2:// Temporal detection: 
3:MonitorF’ distribution of a �����  over time 
4:if(�_�)� ∈ [(�����_� -3*��_�) && (�����_� 
+3*��_�)]then
5:// �����  is suspected as an attacker
6://Spatial detection:
7:Compares the NSP’ distribution of a ����������� with its
neighbors
8:if(�_�)� ∈ [(�����_� -3*��_�) && (�����_� 
+3*��_�)]then
9:// �����is detected as a black hole/time delay attack that
target estimation energy
10://Response:
11:Send an Alert message (Attack’s id, NSP or/and JITTER,
and detection time)to Control Center

Algo. 1. Attack detection rules for blackhole and time delay attacks 

III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

In this section, we show the evaluation of our proposed 
detection model, which is a combination between spatial-
based and temporal-based detections, using Matlab tool. We 
compare its performances with a temporal-based detection, a 
spatial-based detection, and one of the most popular learning 
algorithms SVM (Support Vector Machines). We check the 
robustness of each algorithm in term of Detection Rate (DR) 
and False Positive Rate (FPR) defined as follows: 
 Detection Rate (DR):the ratio of correctly identified

malicious nodes over total number of attackers,

 False Positive Rate (FPR):the ratio of normal nodes that
are classified as malicious over total number of normal
nodes.
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Table I summarizes the main simulation parameters. 

TABLE I 
Simulation parameters 

Number of nodes (smart meters, actuators, ..) 100 
Node's data rate 30 Mbps 
Meter Reading Payload of the node 512 Bytes 
Transmission frequency 15 minutes 
Number of time slots 18 

As illustrated in Fig. 3, in term of detection rate, the 
learning algorithm is the best since it relies on a sophisticated 
technique that results in more time and computing 
requirements[6].Its DR is always above 96% when the 
malicious node is under 30%. Compared to this algorithm, our 
proposed model called hybrid detection model has a good 
performance with less complexity and with low energy 
consumption. This proposed algorithm is still robust with 
more than 95% of DR when the malicious nodes do not 
exceed 25%.It remains more advantageous compared to 
temporal or spatial-based detection when scheduled separately 
where their DR decreases to less than 90% when the malicious 
nodesexceed27%. 

Fig. 3. Detection rate 

According to Fig. 4, we show that our proposed algorithm 
has the lowest FPR (False Positive Rate) among all the other 
algorithms, namely: temporal, spatial-based detection or 
learning algorithm. Especially when the malicious nodes rate 
exceeds 18%, the FPR of all other algorithms is approximately 
high compared to our algorithm. For example, the FPR of the 
temporal or spatial-based detection algorithm is higher than 
10% when the malicious node exceeds 22%. As shown in Fig. 
4, using only temporal or spatial-based detection policy can 
result in a high percentage of FPR, more than 12% when the 
number of malicious node is over 24% and can reach 16% 
when the malicious node rate reach 30%. According to the 
learning algorithm, it has lower FPR (less than 7% with 30% 
of malicious nodes), but it is still higher than our proposed 
algorithm. This remains the major drawback of the learning 
algorithm (i.e. high FPR) besides its highest accuracy rate. 
Moreover, it is more consuming in term of energy and requires 
a high computing processor. Our proposed model has the best 
FPR statistics over all the others since the FPR is less than 6% 
at the worst case when we have 30% of malicious nodes and 
under 2% when the malicious node doesn't exceed 21%. 

Fig. 4. False positive rate 

As proved in Fig.3 and 4, by combing between the two 
lightweight detection policies, namely spatial and temporal-
based detection, we prove that the blackhole and time delay 
attacks are detected with a high accuracy, i.e. high detection 
and low false positive rates. 

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focus on detecting the most lethal attacks 
that aim to disturb the state estimation of the smart grid, break 
down the entire power system and cause heavy financial losses 
and catastrophic damages; we can cite for instance blackhole, 
time delay or false data injection attacks. We propose a new 
detection policy that aims to combine the advantages of spatial 
and temporal-based detection techniques to detect these 
attacks with a high accuracy. Simulation results prove that our 
detection policy exhibits a high detection and low false 
positive rate compared to learning and spatial (or temporal)-
based detection techniques. This result is achieved even when 
the number of attackers is higher. As perspective of this work, 
we will propose some techniques to ensure and protect the 
privacy of the exchanged data between the smart meter and 
the control center. 
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